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Autism consultant Alyson Beytien outlines over 150 tried-and-true approaches for home,
college, and community.Stemming from a wealth of both professional and personal experience,
this guidebook combines real-life tales of challenges and successes with practical ideas for
handling autism, each day. Alyson’s three boys cover the whole spectrum of autism?Asperger’s
syndrome, high-functioning autism, and traditional autism. She understands the wide range of
needs these children have and has discovered what assists and what hinders. Covering a full
gamut of problems?from picky-eating and echolalia to IEPs and “The Woes of Walmart”?Alyson’s
ideas and interventions will inspire and inform those who are connected to a person with
autism.” Her family members’s motto will soon become your everyday mantra: “Improvise and
Overcome! Alyson believes that each day brings more possibilities to learn, problem-resolve,
and celebrate the joys that kids with autism provide to our world?after all, today’s crisis is
usually tomorrow’s humor.
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This book did not only help me understand autism better, it gave me tips on how to deal . This
was honest and very helpful.. My child was recently identified as having autism at three years
old. This book did not only help me understand autism better, it offered me tips about how to
deal with different circumstances and took a few of the guilt (I. As a mother or father you are
feeling from clueless to lost.e. I especially just like the brief overview of points by the end of
each chapter.Whether you will be the mother or father, grandparent, neighbor, or educator of
a child with autism, this publication will give you insight into ways to help. It usually takes me
months to finish a publication but I am more than half way through this publication in less than
a week. This is the SINGLE BEST autism book I've ever gotten This is the Solitary BEST autism
book I have ever gotten. I browse it in just 1 day. Alyson utilizes personal understanding and
experience to help parents and close friends understand what its like living with and surviving
autism. I've shared this with friends who have both normal and developmentally delayed
children in addition to with my mother to help her knowledge what we do every day. Her
elegance and wit draw you directly into her and her entire family leaving you yearning to
learn more about Alyson. Advice will not actually address how kids on the autism spectrum
could be processing situations. Even as a parent of "typical" children, I find that I can apply
the majority of what Alyson shares to my very own life. ... with autism and this has been among
the best books I've read about autism life so far I have a 3 year aged son with autism which
has been among the best books I've read about autism life up to now. Alyson is so honest an
so true and her strategies at the end of each chapter are excellent! My whole family members
has read and treasured this book!I continue to be impressed with Alyson's breadth of
knowledge and her continuing search to learn all she may to help her sons business lead joyful
lives. I laughed. This book will make you laugh, cry, and will give you hope for the long term for
your loved one with autism. I gave the book to my mother, who did a similar thing. The tips are
useful and practical. The tales are hilarious.. Absolutely Awesome.. I bought two more from then
on. Beytien does it, but she's a terrific writer not only is it a great mom. Wonder resource for
parents Great book Kind of anecdotal and common sense I didn’t find a great deal of info
here. Five Stars This book is great, funny and informative, compiled by a mom raising three boys
on the spectrum.. I don't know how Ms. I cried. Apps for Autism Disclaimer: I've met the Beytien
family members, and also have been fortunate to see them doing his thing also to have heard
a few of the experiences related in this reserve prior to purchasing it for myself. Even so, this
family's experiences move me to laughter and tears. It really is so helpful to read a reserve
compiled by someone who in fact lives with autistic children and isn't just someone with a level,
but no real life experience. She actually is very generous to share her personal experiences in
an effort to help additional parents. I wish there is a sequel. She deals with the problems many
people hesitate to address, and that some are frightened to ask about.Alyson's writing design
is fresh and direct. Her message is easy and an easy task to follow. My kid only eating one kind
of food at the moment). Too often, when reading something informational about something I am
stressed or worried about, I can eliminate an eye on what I am designed to become learning.
Alyson's format stops that from taking place. I haven't been this thinking about a publication in
years. Not a Resource I Found helpful As well many anecdotes that basically only relate to the
author, not to a general readership. As a mom of a kid with ASD, I'd recommend this book.
Great book! Very easy to read and put into action the .. This book is usually such an easy
read! Great book! Very easy to read and implement the concepts presented. It also didn't
make me feel so alone because the mother of son with autism. I was motivated by her spunk,
her practical tips, and her obvious love for her "guys". I've two children with autism and I am

often looking for ideas to help them. Well written and excellent in capturing the audiences
interest and very down to . I bought this book after listening to Alyson speak. I'd give this book
10 stars if it were feasible. Well crafted and excellent in capturing the audiences interest and
very down to earth info. Love love love this book. An absolute must have! Insightful. Very helpful
- dx could be overwhelming. As a parent, we try to do everything and do it right.. Found myself
chuckling and nodding my mind at the daily situations. Good to understand, others talk about
the same experiences.
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